Specifications

Model Number: HCP-R100A
Model Name: Inada Yu-Me (YUMEROBO)

Chair Dimensions:
- Fully Upright: 30" W x 48" L x 43" H
- Fully Reclined: 30" W x 63" L x 30" H

Weight (Net): 176 lbs
Weight (Boxed): 231 lbs
User Height Range: 5'0" to 6'2"
User Max Weight: 240 lbs
Max Recline Angle: 157°

Power: 120V/140W/60Hz
Auto-Customization: Proprietary scan & match to 106 profiles
Roller Description: Inada 3-D, 4-roller seesaw system
Stroke Length: 26"

Pre-Programmed Massage Choices: 6
Manual Massage Types: Rolling/Air, Kneading, Tapping, Knead&Tap, Human Hands (All manual massages can be combined with Rocking)
Manual Massage Combinations: 53 (refer to attachment)
Seat Massage: Air cells
Heat: No
Calf Massage: Available with certain body position
Arm Massage: No
Neck Massage: Yes
Air Cell Total: Neck: 4pcs, Seat: 2pcs, Calves: 8pcs, Leg rest elevation: 1pcs

Air Cell Construction: Neck: Layer Nylon, 1 Layer Nylon OK4200N=0.2 Urethane
Seat: Blow Cell EMMA and leg rest
Calves: Layered Nylon OK4200N=0.2 Urethane

Motors (Total): 7
Upholstery: Anti-bacterial, soil resistant, synthetic leather
Child Safety Features: Breakaway power cord
Available Colors: Black, Cream, Dark Brown and Red
Choreographed By: Dr. Matsuura
Designed By: Mr. Toshiyuki Kita
Made In Japan

Notes:
- Leg Rest Adjustment Range: +/- 2.8" (7cm)
- Zero Gravity Position: Yes
- Timer (Manual Mode): 15 minutes
- Pre-Programmed Session Time: Varies in duration based on body scan
- Rotary Rocker Technology ("RRT"): Patented and proprietary
- RRT Frequency: Varies between 5-7 x / minute
- RRT Angle Range: 142 - 157 degrees
- Thera Elliptical Kneading ("TEK"): Patented and proprietary combination of kneading and compression movements
- Power Requirements: 120V AC/60 Hertz/140 Watts
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Having a Yu•Me is like having a massage therapist on duty 24-hours a day in our own home. When it comes to getting rid of stress, the rocking massage feature makes the Yu•Me the best investment I’ve ever made.

Jerry S., San Diego, CA

The Yu•Me massage chair is so wonderful for soothing sore muscles, as well as just relaxing. In my opinion, it is superior to any other massage chair in the market.

L.P., Woodcliff Lake, NJ

YU•ME™

The World’s Premier Rocking Massage Chair

Yu•Me is a massage chair and recliner in one. It offers the medically recommended neutral body posture to relieve tension by placing the user in a flexed-knee and back position that results in gentle lower-back traction.

Proprietary Neck Stretch Pillow

Proprietary pillow provides kneading, shiatsu-style acupressure massage, gentle rotational movements and neck traction to emulate the movements and sensations of a skilled massage therapist.

Innovative Relaxation:

Rotary Rocker Technology

Flawlessly designed, the Yu•Me’s highly calibrated rocking motion enables you to achieve a feeling of weightlessness. When added to Inada’s proprietary shiatsu massage technique, the rotary rocker feature takes you to a whole new level of comfort and relaxation. Enjoy the “rock only” option and allow Yu•Me to gently rock you back and forth.

Intuitive Remote Control

Pre-programmed massages, manually controlled massage options and the most user-friendly interface on the market enables Yu•Me to deliver a wide range of massage therapy benefits, stress-reduction and truly sublime relaxation that you can enjoy every day, any time in your own home.

Neck Stretch Pillow

Proprietary pillow provides kneading, shiatsu-style acupressure massage, gentle rotational movements and neck traction. Emulates the movements and sensations of a skilled massage therapist.

Mom Deserves to Be Cradled Too!

Through pregnancy and after childbirth, moms, probably more than anyone else, need a chance to relax deeply and be replenished. Whether they are carrying a baby through pregnancy or caring for a young infant, moms almost always feel tension in their lower backs, arms, necks, and legs. Yu•Me’s soothing rocking motions combined with its sublime shiatsu massage make it the perfect getaway for mom.
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